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Executive Summary
Project Purpose

To provide a long range vision for open space development in the City of Madison, and to assist the Parks Division LongRange Planning Committee in identifying the effects of future changes in the Madison landscape on its open space system.

Introduction

For Madison to be a world class city, attention to global best practices in open space systems planning and operation is
essential. In an urban context, open space can refer to not only parks and natural spaces, but also playgrounds, bike paths,
streetscapes, public plazas and outdoor retail districts. A well-designed urban open space system contributes to the character
of a city, simultaneously enhancing community livability, sustainability, and visual quality. Therefore, it is important to
consider an urban open space as a fundamental part of the city’s dynamic infrastructure.
Currently, planning for open space within the city of Madison is detailed in the 2012-2017 Park and Open Space Plan
which was, developed in collaboration with the City’s Park Division and Department of Public Works. Other important
documents with policy recommendations for open space in Madison and Dane County include the Madison Sustainability
Plan, prepared by the Sustainable Madison Committee; and the Madison Downtown Plan, prepared by the Department of
Planning and Community and Economic Development.

Project Process

Beginning in October 2013, students in the University of Wisconsin Urban Design class, affiliated with the Department of
Urban and Regional Planning, examined unique components of open space in urban areas to inform a long range vision and
recommendations. Research was conducted regarding worldwide best practices, and the effects of open space on economic
development, public health and ecological conservation.
Guided by this research, existing open space in the city of Madison was analyzed for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats. This research and analysis was then combined and synthesized, with special focus on how communities assess
resident and visitor recreational needs and user behaviors; site acquisition methods; facility design, management, and
programming; and funding options.

Recommendations

With consideration of global best practices, literature review, and the Madison specific SWOT analysis, the students
formulated recommendations for the Parks Division Long-Range Planning Committee. Recommendation categories include
needs assessments; facility design and adjacent redevelopment; programming; funding; and communication and function.
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Precedent Studies
A well-designed urban open space system contributes
to the character of a city, simultaneously enhancing
community livability, sustainability, and visual quality.
Therefore, it is important to consider an urban open space
as a fundamental part of the city’s dynamic infrastructure.
In this report, open space planning best practices, and the
economic, social, and environmental benefits of parks
and open spaces, are examined in order to inform our
S.W.O.T. analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities
and Threats) of Madison’s park and open space system.

For Madison to be a world class city, attention to global
best practices in open space systems planning and
operation is essential. In this report, we examine: how
communities assess resident and visitor recreational needs
and user behaviors; site acquisition methods; facility design,
management, and programming; and funding options.

Park & Open Space System Goals

Parks and open spaces serve many important functions in
cities of all sizes. Major positive environmental, social, and
economic goals can be realized from a well thought-out and
administered system. The precedent study cities’ primary
and secondary goals are detailed in Table 1 and Table 2.

Table 1. Summary of Park and Open Space System Goals for Selected Cities

City

Primary Goal

Secondary Goal

Educate the Public on how cities can use
resources more effectively than suburban or
rural areas.
Enhance beauty of the corridor through
conversion of contaminated sites into mixed
use and multi-family housing.
Improve the recreational, educational and
cultural opportunities at parks in addition to
beautification.

Philadelphia

Greenest city in North America by
improving the water supply, air quality, land
use, and quality of life.
Revitalize Milwaukee’s downtown as
an accessible and popular destination for
recreation, nightlife, etc.
Transform gray to green by redeveloping
existing parks with focus on neighborhood
level opportunities and park security.
Sustainable streets with pedestrian
integration rather than dominated solely by
automobiles.
Promote physical, mental, and social
activity by providing safe places, facilities,
and supportive programs.
Provide enriching recreational activities,
maintain beautiful parks, and preserve the
environment.
Provide convenient, affordable and
accessible recreation and leisure
opportunities for all.
Greenest city in America through public
investment mainly for clean water.

Washington, D.C.

Beautiful, high-quality, and unified park
system for the nation’s capital.

Overcome the inequitable spatial
distribution of park types and access.

Chicago
Milwaukee’s Riverwalk
New Orleans
New York
Portland
San Francisco
Savannah

Increase green areas around parks and
renovate older parks.
Increase wellness of all residents, especially
kids, through facility access and walkable
neighborhood parks.
Minimize the impact of population growth
on wildlife and diversity in urban green
areas.
Create a safe environment and activities for
a wide spectrum of citizens.
Convert 10 public school blacktops into green
play spaces by 2015.
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Methods of Assessments

User evaluations

Many tools are used to assess municipal recreational needs
and other potential functions of park and open space systems.
Various methods and data can be used to identify needs for
new or improved facilities.

Socioeconomic analysis

• Population forecasts: assess future service gaps and
changes in demand
• Demographic analysis: target underserved population
groups
• Economic analysis: target developing areas

Access and amenity standards

• Staff surveys
• Review undeveloped and underdeveloped properties
to maintain desired levels of service
• Competitive analysis: identify entities outside
established parks filling service gaps
• Comparative analysis: assess performance against
benchmark cities
• Gap analysis: identifies service gaps through spatial
buffering
• Land supply analysis: examines anticipated
population growth on a short and long term horizon
to determine areas with additional open space needs
• Accessibility analysis: mapping the access of underserved populations to facilities

• Household surveys: gain input from both users and
non-users to analyze perceptions and shortcomings
of the open space system
• On-site surveys: evaluate actual user preferences and
concerns
• Online survey: gain more specific feedback on
particular issues
• Online user reviews: a candid source of information
from the community
• Social media: such as Facebook, Twitter, etc. to gain
citizen feedback

Outreach
•
•
•
•

Informational leaflets and feedback forms
Informational sessions &forums
Dedicated website for public outreach
Social media: such as Facebook, Twitter, etc. to
provide information to citizens

Common questions

Frequency of park visits
Rate park quality
Purpose of use, such as types of recreation
Accessibility and means of transportation
Programming and participation, including reasons
for lack of participation
• Emotional state during park visits
• Recommendations and needs
•
•
•
•
•

Table 2. Summary of International Park and Open Space System Goals for Selected Cities

City

Primary Goal

Secondary Goal

Auckland

Become the world’s most livable city
through protecting ecosystem diversity.

Create jobs and improve quality and
availability of local facilities.

Beijing’s
Taoranting Park

Maintain artistic and cultural value for
Chinese citizens and visitors.

Promote folk custom culture in people’s
leisure time.

Bogota

Offset city’s high density through park
additions that integrate all citizens.

Guangzhou

Livable city for residents with attention to
ecology and sustainable development.

Decrease crime rates by providing
recreation, employment and education.
Improve the average park area per resident
and accessibility through a network of green
spaces.

Melbourne

Achieve the community’s vision as a bold,
inspirational and sustainable city.

Singapore
Vancouver
Zurich

Active, Beautiful and Clean Water
Program: Transform canals, drains, and
reservoirs into a system of picturesque
streams, rivers, and lakes.
Greenest City 2020 by renovating existing
parks and open spaces.
Highly innovative design that attracts
tourists and local residents.

Demonstrate leadership in ecological
sustainability; leading by example and
managing resources well.
Manage stormwater runoff to minimize
erosion and pollution of the waterways.
Minimize contamination such as noise, air
pollution and waste.
Focal point of neighborhood identity.
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Statistical validity

Melbourne’s household survey was sent twice to residents as
an insert to the Council Newsletter. The survey was intended
to both provide residents with information about the Open
Space Strategy and to gain an understanding of the current
patterns of use, community values about open space, and
issues the community needs addressed in regards to open
space. Only 1,776 completed surveys were returned for a
4% response rate. Survey analysis revealed that this method
underrepresented younger residents and overrepresented
residents in the 48 to 69 age range.
Portland had similar representative sampling issues with a
voluntary survey. Underrepresented groups included,
• People of color
• Republicans
• People without college degrees
• People between the ages of 18 and 34
Washington, D.C. attempts to correct for statistically valid
surveying, specifically in regards to underrepresented
populations. A third party study of park use was conducted as
part of the City’s Master Plan. Interviews with stakeholders
helped identify common themes to include in a mail survey
sent to an equal number of participants from each ward using
a stratified random sampling method. Underrepresented
groups were identified and targeted for additional input
through focus groups. Public meetings, public reviews, and
comment periods were also utilized to involve these groups.

Integrating assessment results

Instead of addressing individual sites or trying to tackle
all park issues, Washington D.C.’s CapitalSpace partners
synthesized the findings of their recreation needs analyses
to form six key priorities, each of which were evaluated
against case studies and model projects to develop specific
recommendations. The overarching planning concepts
revolve around developing a unified parks system by
focusing on connectivity and access, such as
• Link city and neighborhoods with greenways and
corridors
• Connect with and restore rivers and natural resources
• Increase access to local parks
• Expand capacity, especially for underserved and
growing areas, through new amenities with a larger
variety of activities
• Celebrate urban parks through place making
by embracing diversity and each areas’ unique
environment and history

Definitions of connectivity and access include elements of
• Physical accessibility and connections, including
transportation and physical barriers, access points,
and neighborhood proximity
• Perception, such as safety, maintenance, and a
welcoming appearance
• Public information, such as signage

Site Acquisition

Additional lands for parks and open spaces can be gained
through several methods. Sites can be physically acquired by a
municipality or other government agency, regulations can be
adopted to increase open spaces, and collaboration between
groups can open up additional lands for public use. Common
methods of site acquisition in case study cities include:

Physical acquisition

Land purchase with general funds
Land purchase with grants
Developer land contributions or fees
Land transfers from federal and state governments
and agencies
• Donations
•
•
•
•

Regulation

• Rezoning at higher densities to preserve nearby
open spaces from development
• Easements
• Rights of first purchase

Collaboration

• Public-private partnerships
• Organizational coalitions to repurpose underutilized
land
• Abandoned or tax delinquent land
• Surplus rail
• Road rights of way
• Alleys
• Schoolyards

Philadelphia has benefited from a diversity of innovative
initiatives put forth by different community coalitions.
Parks for the People is a program supported by the City of
Philadelphia and implemented by a partnership between the
Trust for Public Land and the Philadelphia School District.
The coalition’s goal is to convert 10 underutilized public
school blacktops into green play spaces by 2015 with an
investment of $9 million. This renovation and the creation
of additional recreation spaces will allow city dwellers to
connect with nature and lead healthier lives, a high priority
for the Trust for Public Land the City of Philadelphia.
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Funding Sources

Funding for acquisition, development, and maintenance
comes from multiple sources:

Land acquisition & development
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General funds
State and federal grants
Developer land contributions
Developer fees-in-lieu
Local option sales taxes
Property taxes
Bond measures
User fees

Melbourne’s Subdivision Act of 1988 authorizes the
collection of developer contributions in the form of cash
or land. Contribution rates have been set at 5% or 8% of
the site area depending on the level of redevelopment
forecast in the area, with more redevelopment garnering a
higher contribution38. These funds are intended to support
neighborhood value and use, thus cannot be used for large
open space acquisitions, establishment of major venues,
street plantings, or other similar expenditures. The 15-year
planning period forecasts a total value of $200.9 million
from these developer contributions38.
Savannah utilizes a 1% special-purchase local-option
sales tax (SPLOST) to finance open space acquisition and
development, however these funds cannot be used for
operating or maintenance expenses.
The City of Milwaukee’s Riverwalk was financed through
public-private partnerships and the establishment of a TIF
District. Property owners were encouraged to redevelop
their portions of property along the Riverwalk; the City
agreed to pay 75% of initial construction costs for the
Riverwalk in exchange for public use easements. The
TIF District financing was only provided if developments
adhered to neighborhood design guidelines, and for cleanup
of significantly contaminated riverfront sites into mixed
use and multi-family housing. The redevelopment of the
Riverwalk in Milwaukee’s Beerline neighborhood has
contributed to an $87 million increase in housing values
since 2001; overall the Riverwalk has led to $712 million in
new real estate investment4. After redevelopment, easements
were granted for outdoor public access along the river.

Maintenance

• Public-private partnerships
• Volunteer or “Adopt-a-Park”
• Concessions, where profits are used to maintain
facilities

Facility Design

An increasingly important issue in urban design practice is the
need to provide appealing open spaces in areas experiencing
higher-density redevelopment, without destroying the
natural environment. Hence, several parks that have been
analyzed are important to highlight:

Site Location

Choosing where to locate a new open space is not always
easy in developed areas. Several of the municipalities
reviewed blend an opportunistic approach with looking for
areas that have higher need. For example, when Portland
considers potential sites for new open space several analyses
are used to prioritize expenditure of funds. GIS is utilized to
examine higher need areas based on,
• Areas with significant forecasted growth
• Demographics:
o total population, where larger populations support
greater park amenities
o targeting underserved population groups
• Development density, where higher densities can
support greater park amenities
• Access to open spaces, where there is access to public
transit and close proximity to residences
• Connectivity to existing open spaces
Similarly, Melbourne has designated areas for redevelopment
within the city. These redevelopment areas currently have
deficient green space, and are targeted for additions to the
open space network during redevelopment. Acquiring
land during redevelopment is typically easier than trying
to acquire other parcels. In Melbourne, this is especially
opportunistic as the Victorian State owns all lands in the
redevelopment areas, so coordination and planning early on
allows for simple land transfers.

Site Design

Open space and park design is about more than creating
attractive places. Access and usability are essential
characteristics to ensure successful public spaces. When
designing a site, Zurich considers,
• Accessibility
• Incorporate public furnishings and equipment such as
benches, tables, playgrounds, fountains, etc.
• Creating appealing and unique environments including
art and thoughtful urban design
Milwaukee’s Riverwalk includes a variety of design aspects
and types of space, integrating terraces, overlooks, and piers
into the pathway. With these variations, uniformity of some
design elements was important, such as the Harp Lights
and signage. Also relevant in the design is the focus of
reconnecting citizens and visitors to the water, which is also
an important consideration in Madison, further discussed in
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the Recommendations section of this report.
All designs in New Orleans must abide by City regulations
and guidelines concerning plants, planting, sidewalks, and
any other public property. Including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Installation of new plant materials
Landscape protection during construction
Seeding and sodding
Sidewalk bridging detail
Tree planting detail
Tree planting and root pruning for street construction

Several cities emphasize the importance of local and
neighborhood level parks and are focusing additions to their
open space systems at this scale.

Plazas

Plazas are an important aspect of the open space system.
Vancouver, BC provides a comprehensive set of plaza
guidelines, which could be implemented in the city of
Madison, as there are few if any plazas. The “Plaza Design
Guidelines” was adopted by the city council of Vancouver
on November 17, 1992 with the main goal of reinforcing the
character of some urban areas by offering social interaction
and activities to contribute to the livability and general
amenity of the downtown.
Well-designed plazas usually bring opportunities to socialize,
rest, eat, perform exhibitions and run open air markets.
Therefore, careful thought should be given to a plaza’s
principal functions and its relationship with the adjacent
public realm, such as streetscapes, pedestrian routes, and other
open spaces; nearby activities; and surrounding architecture.
While some plazas may act primarily as pedestrian nodes,
others function best as important viewpoints or enhance a
building setting.

Currently, the city of Vancouver aims the North Plaza, one
of the most traditional open spaces of Vancouver, to create
a permanent pedestrian plaza in order to enhance the main
entrance of the Art Gallery building that is strongly integrated
to the plaza with the following concepts:
• Transportation impacts and adjustments related to the
potential permanent public plaza
• Design possibilities and programming options for a
year-round public square
• The public’s current and desired use of the 800-block
of Robson Street
Other topics covered in Vancouver’s guidelines:
• Safety
• Accessibility
• Defensible Space
• Lighting and sunlight
• Weather protection
• Environmentally sensitive design
• Seating
• Detailing and materials

Facility Management & Programming

Parks and recreation services meet essential daily needs
through programs, facilities and services for all citizens. The
main features found through case studies are,
• Athletic facilities
• Special events for kids and adults
• Youth services
• Senior services
• Educational activities
• Entertainment, such as movies and music
• Cultural events and celebrations

Social and Cultural Activities

The San Francisco Recreation and Park Department has
provided field trips, free citywide events and programs,
and an annual field day dedicated to the founder of their
unique approach to municipal recreation, Joseph Lee.
The Department strives to uphold a strong tradition of
blended educational and recreational programs, and was
the originator of the concept of “workreation”- programs
generally designed for urban teenagers that incorporate
essential work skills into enjoyable activities.

Figure 1: Consistent design features, such as the harp
lights, create a unified feel throughout the entire
Milwaukee Riverwalk.
Photo Credit: Lakeside Painting, Inc.
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Philadelphia has benefited from a diversity of innovative
initiatives put forth by different community coalitions.
“Parks for the People,” is a program supported by the city
of Philadelphia and implement by a partnership between the
Trust for Public Land and the Philadelphia School District,
in which the goal is to convert 10 public school blacktops
into green play spaces by 2015140. Madison can benefit
from these examples by encouraging organizations to build
coalitions and implement programs aimed at expanding
green space.
Taoranting Park in Beijing provides significant cultural
enjoyment for Chinese citizens. Pavilions in this park are
modeled on over ten famous pavilions selected from six
provinces and nine cities. Built in different times of the past
two thousand years, these pavilions, diverse in their styles
and shapes, have remarkable architectural and artistic value.
Visitors can gain a general understanding of the art and
culture of Chinese ancient architecture; therefore, this park
also provides an educational function.
New Orleans’ Fit NOLA Parks Initiative, a partnership
between the new Orleans Recreation Development
commission (NORDC), the Louisiana Public Health
Institute (LPHI), and the City of New Orleans Health
Department seeks to increase use of community parks and
access in underserved neighborhoods. NORDC has a variety
of recreational programming at current parks including a
variety of athletic facilities and entertainment activities, but
also:
Cultural Events
• Casa samba
• Cinco de Mayo celebrations,
• Black history programs
Senior Programs
• Dance senior fitness program,
• Fall Senior Aerobics,
• Fall Senior Choir

Leveraging resources

Portland’s Parks and Recreation Department primarily
handle management of the open spaces. Successful
partnerships with community, corporate, and government
associates improve program offerings and leverage scarce
resources; many state, regional, county, and city agencies
are involved in management of at least one facet of the
open space system. There are 65 Friends groups that help
through fundraising, development, and maintenance of
facilities. Corporate donations, employee-volunteer groups,
community partnerships, and volunteers contribute more
than 400,000 hours annually44.
Taoranting Park is managed through public adoption.
Individuals, companies or other groups can pay to adopt a
piece of green space or a precious trees. The adopters are
responsible for their space with help from some professional
staff. This system provides both a great opportunity for the
public to learn how to grow plants and make contribution
to the community, but also an effective policy for the park
administrators to reduce financial burden and attract people
to participate139.

Management outcomes

Management of the many facilities needed to provide this
range of programming requires substantial investment of
funds and employee time. However, these investments are
well worth the expense for the numerous social, economic,
and environmental benefits discussed further in the Literature
Review section of this report.
In Melbourne, daily maintenance of the parks and gardens
is contracted and monitored based on best practices used
to set quality targets by the Council. Current Parks Policies
identifies a goal of making publicly accessible the Quality
Assurance system used in park management, but this is
not yet available. There is also significant emphasis on
protecting Melbourne’s trees on public land given the high
likelihood of eventual arrival of Dutch Elm disease to the
island. Tree management includes the use of GIS to track
tree maintenance and aid in a strategic replacement program.

Figure 2: Good Streetto-Plaza Visibility
Should Announce
the Plaza’s Internal
Attractions.
Photo Credit:
Vancouver City Council
(1992).“Plaza Design
Guidelines”.
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Park & Open Space System Comparison
Table 3. Summary of National and International Park System Metrics

City

Park
Acres

City Park
City
Coverage Population

Acres per
1,000
# of Sites
residents

Madison

2,602
5,592**

5%
10%**

240,323

11.2
23.3**

260+

Chicago

7,600

8.5%

2.715 mil

2.8

570

15,000+

24.3%

598,916

4,620

4%

369,250

25.0
2.4

140+
202

New York

29,000

14%

8.337 mil

3.5

5,000+

Philadelphia

11,837

13.8%

1.548 mil

7.6

63

Portland

14,394

17%

603,106

23.9

247

San Francisco
Savannah

5,384

18%

825,863

2,636

4%

142,022

7,600
917*

20%
12%*

632,323

Auckland
Beijing
Bogota
Guangzhou

10,137
unavailable

8.5%

1.529 mil

unavailable

20.693 mil

21,747

4.96%

7.674 mil

753,190

41%

12.8 mil

6.5
2.0
12.0
1.5*
6.6
unavailable
2.88
3.7

Melbourne

1,370

15%

93,625

14.6

Singapore

23,475

10%

5.312 mil

unavailable

Vancouver

3,900

14%

560,000

7.0

Milwaukee
New Orleans

Washington, D.C.

Trees
unavailable
3.6 mil trees
17% canopy cover
16% canopy cover
23% canopy cover
5.2 mil trees
24% canopy cover
1.5 mil trees
16% canopy cover
236,000 trees
26% canopy cover
12% canopy cover
unavailable

220
48
645
37% canopy cover
359*
unavailable
unavailable
unavailable
2.4 mil trees
unavailable
unavailable
unavailable
unavailable
35,000 street trees
148
22% canopy cover
unavailable
unavailable
1.6 mil trees
140,000 street
230
streets
20% canopy cover
unavailable 27% canopy cover

Zurich
unavailable unavailable
390,000
unavailable
* Quantities that are operated by the municipality, not the federal government
** Value includes park land plus other open spaces included in the Open Space Plan, such as greenways managed
by the Engineering Department.
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A substantial body of research explores the social, economic
and environmental benefits of parks and open space. The
following review of the academic literature on park and open
space benefits discusses property values and tax revenue,
economic activity, environmental quality, and physical
activity and health.

Economic Benefits of Open Space

Investment in public open space can result in what
Leinberger96 describes as “an upward spiral of value creation”
wherein open space infrastructure investment results in
increased real estate development, ultimately resulting in a
significant return on residential and commercial investment
in the area.

Property Values

Applications of the hedonic pricing model and research
into commercial property development provide growing
evidence of the positive impacts of parks on property values.
The hedonic pricing model is primarily used to estimate
the economic value that environmental factors have on
housing prices; values are attributed to physical attributes,
neighborhood characteristics, and environmental amenities6.
A number of empirical studies in Europe and America
consistently demonstrate that parks and open space have a
positive impact on property values. Jim and Chen86 applied
the hedonic pricing model to parks and green space in Hong
Kong to assess the influence of park proximity on the value
of high-rise residential developments. An evaluation of 1,471
real estate transactions revealed that nearby parks raised
the value of the building by 16.9%. In addition, apartment
complexes with views to a park had significantly higher real
estate value than other developments. Parks had the greatest
impact on real estate values compared to other landscape
features, including other natural features and harbors.
Anderson and West assessed the value added by parks in
relation to urban density. Ultimately, properties in denser
areas have greater value added by parks than properties in
less dense areas. Neighborhoods that have the highest value
added by park proximity are,
6

• High income areas
• High crime areas
• Home to many children

Literature Review

Biao et al.18 suggests that these relationships should inform
open space policy; the development of parks in higher
density, less auto-dependent areas can increase property
values in dense areas while serving a large portion of the
population.

Different types of open space generate significantly different
beneficial effects for the surrounding residential properties.
For example a natural open space may have more value
in protecting critical ecological functions, whereas more
developed park space may provide important active and
passive recreational opportunities. Permanently preserved
open space has been shown to add more value than
developable agricultural and forested lands, as open space is
most valued for providing an absence of development, rather
than for providing particular amenities82.

Increased economic activity and tax revenues

Urban open space can contribute significantly to commercial
property development. Investment in park systems creates
opportunities for job creation, tourism, and other economic
activities.
Parks
Numerous studies highlight the economic impact of public
open space systems on local economies; notably, Goodman
Williams Group and URS Corporation’s73 analysis of tourism
and job creation spurred by Chicago’s Millennium Park
redevelopment and open space improvements. The $475
million dollar redevelopment of a 24.5 acre former rail yard
into a world class public space has propelled development
and attracted tourists to Chicago. Only Navy Pier exceeds
Millennium Park as Chicago’s most visited attraction. Of the
5 million annual visitors, 45% are on a day trip, 46% are
domestic travelers, and 9% are international travelers73.
An analysis of a three block radius around Millennium Park
highlights the immediate and long term economic effects of
park visitor spending on neighboring businesses in the West
Loop of Chicago. The Goodman Williams Group and URS
study73 projected from 2005 to 2015:
•
•
•
•

$1.9 billion in total visitor spending
$180.3 million in tax revenue
250-350 full time jobs in local businesses
$152.7 million directly to the City of Chicago
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While the massive scale of public investment in Millennium
Park dwarfs Madison’s limited budget, its tremendous
success demonstrates that high-quality urban parks can be
effective catalysts for diverse economic development.
Streetscapes
Non-traditional open space elements offer opportunities
for branding a city as a highly desirable, living community.
Wolf155 highlights the effects of streetscape enhancements,
such as lighting, street trees and vegetation, paving patterns,
and architectural detailing, on local economies. While the
aesthetic benefits of streetscapes have long been valued in
urban design, Wolf155 provides a metric for measuring the
economic benefits of pedestrian oriented improvements.
Focusing on visual preference studies in a diverse set of
U.S. cities, the author found that streetscape enhancements
contributed to more positive visitor perceptions over other
areas.
Additional research by Wolf155 highlights the economic
benefits of street trees in shopping districts. A positive
correlation was found between the presence of street trees
and the:
• Time customers were willing to spend traveling to the
district
• Time customers spent shopping in that district
• Number of times customers visited the district
In addition, Wolf found that with street trees present a
retailer would charge, on average, 12% more in large cities
and 9% more in small cities.
155

Research on the value of streetscapes reinforces the
importance of quality urban design as an economic driver.
While not traditionally considered part of the park and
open space system, streetscapes are vital components that
provide both recreational and economic benefits. Streetscape
planning requires interagency collaboration, yet it offers
important opportunities to collaborate with local businesses
in shaping the public realm.
Bicycle and Pedestrian Infrastructure
The development of bike and recreational trails has been
shown to contribute to tourism and economic growth. As
cycling becomes widely accepted as both recreation and
transportation, enhancements to bicycle infrastructure offer
opportunities to attract tourists while improving residents’
quality of life. A survey conducted by the Wisconsin Bicycle
Federation and the Wisconsin DOT reported that 43% of
tourists in Wisconsin considered the ability to bicycle in an
area an important factor in their decision to visit a tourist
destination19.
Additionally, bicycle oriented events such as Ironman
Wisconsin and Madison’s Ride the Drive have proven to

generate substantial revenue in the local economy. In 2004,
one day of the Iron Man Wisconsin race was estimated to
generate $2 million in the Madison economy. Additionally,
expenditures from individuals training for races generated
on average $49.28 per person.
The bicycling industry has proven to be a major force for
job creation within the state. Garrett-Peltier70 highlights
the employment impacts of creating biking infrastructure
on local economies throughout the nation. The study
used an input-out model to study “direct, indirect and
induced employment created through design, construction
and material procurement of bicycle, pedestrian and road
infrastructure in 58 cities throughout the United States77 .”
The study highlighted 58 cities throughout the United States,
including Madison.
The study concluded that in Madison, 8.2 jobs are created per
$1 million invested in off-street multi-use trails77. In addition
the average from all pedestrian, multi-use, and bicycling
trails was found to be 8.5 jobs per $1 million investment.
While the most jobs were created in construction and design
industries, job growth attributed to bike trail creation could
be seen in employment sectors ranging from wholesale trade,
eating and drinking establishments, real estate, business
management, and repair and maintenance77.
Attracting and Retaining Residents
Parks and open spaces play a valuable role in attracting
permanent residents to live and work in a community. In
the past decade, American businesses have recognized the
importance of quality of life in attracting talent to their
company. By marketing to what Florida65 first defined as the
“Creative Class,” many information technology businesses
– as well as others – hope to attract the modern young
professional.
Attracting retirees is another opportunity afforded by the park
system in Madison. By 2050 the census bureau estimates
that one quarter of Americans will be 65 or older. With life
expectancies reaching 75 to 83 years, many retirees will be
seeking places to live with high quality amenities. Miller et
al.103 coined the term “GRAMPIES,” Growing [number of]
Active Moneyed People in Excellent Shape, and highlighted
how catering to this group will be a focus for cities across
the country in the upcoming decades. “GRAMPIES” are
expected to have a strong desire for recreational opportunities.
Research by Crompton56 suggests that the top two factors in
a retiree’s location decision is a desire to live in “a place
where recreational opportunities are plentiful” and “a more
recreationally enjoyable area.”
The influx of retirees with expendable income creates
promising economic opportunities. While little research
has been done to explore the relationship between retiree’s
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spending and the local economy, Crompton56 acknowledges
that if one hundred retirees move to a city, each with $40,000
of expendable income, the result is the equivalent to a
business spending $4 million within the local economy. In
addition to their disposable income, seniors spend money on
housing facilities and healthcare.

Public Health & Open Space

Parks are a great public health asset because they positively
impact all three dimensions of health – physical, mental,
and social. The association between public open space and
health has been well documented since the origin of public
parks in America20, 69. A growing body of research in the last
thirty years demonstrates the value of parks in improving an
individual’s physical, mental and social well-being66, 71, 80, 100,
61, 50, 21
. While researchers in the twentieth century focused on
cleaner air in parks and opportunities for physical activity17,
122
more recent research broadens the field’s focus to include
studies on the psychological and social benefits of parks74, 99.

Physical Health

Parks play an important role in improving physical health
by promoting physical activity. Increased physical activity is
associated with better cardiovascular and respiratory health,
as well as lower rates of obesity, diabetes, and premature
death 83, 132, 134, 154. Parks are associated with physical activity78,
120
and studies have found that people living closer to parks
are 50% more likely to achieve high levels of walking71.
Physical activity also contributes to cost savings through
reduced medical costs16, 120.
The literature has revealed several mechanisms through
which parks promote physical activity. Parks that promote
physical activity contain16, 100:
• Well-maintained activity areas
• Well-maintain supporting areas
• Aesthetically pleasing designs
• Safety elements
Parks that are easily accessible from nearby neighborhoods
and commercial districts encourage park use and associated
physical activity. In addition, parks should be designed
to accommodate multiple activities. Children prefer
participation in less organized activities while adults tend to
participate in more organized forms of physical activity66,
thus playgrounds and green space might be appropriate for
children while adults are more likely to use areas designed
for organized recreation (i.e. soccer, softball, kickball,
etc.)16, 66, 135, 154. In one study, after adding playfields at parks,
a significant increase in moderate and vigorous activity
was noted among users135. Considering alternate forms of
physical activity is important; for instance, skate parks are
increasing in popularity and serve as a common form of
physical activity among males under 1848.

Designing parks to enhance physical activity by all users
is ideal. Parks successful at promoting physical activity
provide opportunities for all generations simultaneously; for
instance, parents can walk a path near the edge of a park
during a child’s practice at the nearby sports field.
Parks can directly promote physical activity through
programming such as hosting summer children’s events
or yoga classes for adults49, 135. These planned activities
encourage park use by exposing people to parks and
encouraging return visits to participate in other activities49.
A park’s supporting areas can also have a large impact
on physical activity. The decision to include parking lots,
washrooms, water fountains, signs, and litter bins can
influence who uses the park and the duration of time they
spend there100. Including all of these elements promotes
increased park use and physical activity.
• Parking lots connected to activity areas through a path
or trail encourages walking. Tree and shrub plantings
in and around parking lots makes the area more
aesthetically pleasing while maintaining accessibility.
• Washrooms and drinking fountains encourage physical
activity for individuals who intend to spend a long
duration of time in the park100. A runner might set out
for a 5 mile run and plan their route so they can stop to
use the park’s amenities.
• Signage can appropriately direct people in large
parks to certain activity areas. Signs indicating trail
distances are useful so users can plan and measure
their exercise100.
• Litter bins help keep the park clean and encourage
hosted activities such as picnics without concern for
where to dispose of trash.
• Parks need to be well maintained. Ensuring that park
benches are not broken, trails are smooth and clear
of obstacles, and the cleanliness of bathrooms and
drinking fountains encourages park use and in turn
physical activity93, 100.
Parks with aesthetically pleasing designs promote physical
activity. One hypothesis for this is that parks become
a destination64. Parks filled with interesting scenery or
elements of nature are useful in promoting physical activity.
Trees, grass, and flowers can add to the beauty of a park and
promote physical activity68, 23. Trees provide much needed
shade in the hot summer months and encourage walking if
planted along paths.
The size of grass patches provide locations for specific
kinds of exercise. For instance, children may play a game
of tag while adults may start a game of Ultimate Frisbee on
a large patch of grass while smaller patches may be more
appropriate for small yoga classes or picnics. Flowers
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also encourage use, especially if well-designed to include
seasonal interest. Changing flowers provides reasons to visit
the park encouraging walking and exercise.
Safety is an important factor in park use and contributes to
increased physical activity. Parks that are free of crime, welllighted, and well-maintained have higher perceptions of user
safety and have been proven to attract more visitors49, 66 and
encourage physical activity94. Additionally, parks that attract
users make others feel safe49, 66 and encourage use at all times
of day. Safety is also an important usability consideration;
for instance, paved trails encourage walking among adults
using both self-reported and pedometer data 87, 91, 127, 131, 138.
Accessibility is essential for parks and open space to convey
their important physical health benefits; use can be increased
by understanding these spaces’ connectivity to other parts
of the city. Parks with bike or walking trails through or
near them are more likely to be used by both commuters
and those participating in leisurely exercise 87, 100. Older
adults and teenagers are more likely to use parks if there
is a pedestrian or bike friendly way to arrive100, 131. Parks
in denser neighborhoods are generally more utilized119,
partially due to the fact that more people are within closer
proximity and partially that there is less open space in
general. Understanding that a large percentage of park users
are those who live within walking distance is important in
terms of both where parks are located and how people are
able to access them71, 80, 100, 114. Although pedestrian- and
bike-friendly pathways to parks are important, planners must
also consider how drivers arrive and if parking is necessary.
Additionally, the traffic flow around the edges of a park is
important93; parks with lower traffic speeds are generally
considered safer and used by larger groups of people.

Mental Health

Exposure to parks and green space has been associated
with lower rates of anxiety, depression, stress, and mental
fatigue74, 99, 142. Research has shown that people have a
preference for natural landscapes as they often are a location
for a break from the normal pressures of life68. The most
frequent reason individuals visit parks is for relaxation.
Park visitors report feeling more rejuvenated after visiting76,
100
. Positive emotions can be evoked and nurtured by the
aesthetic qualities of plants72.

Social Health

Well-designed parks are able to produce a sense of place for
a community133. Parks can be a reflection of the community
spirit or cultural traditions of a neighborhood98, which leads
to improved social capital. Parks also facilitate interaction
creating relationships among neighbors, improving
both the social connectedness and neighborhood safety.
Neighborhoods with strong community stewardship of parks
often lead to an improved sense of community pride121. Parks

also provide a gathering place and can serve as a place to
host events or as a meeting place among friends113. Finally,
neighborhoods with parks generally report lower crime
rates94. This decrease in crime and increase in social capital
is facilitated through park use.

Ecosystem Services & Open Space

Urban green areas provide ecosystem services that contribute
to the well-being of citizens and visitors. Ecosystem services
are valuable both through their direct contribution to society
as well as by functioning as an economic driver of property
investments, business value chains, and community social
networks85. Natural components such as street trees, urban
forest, water features, and wetlands each directly and
indirectly contribute goods and services which are integral to
the healthy functioning of human societies158. The provision
of ecological products and services are dependent on the
location, structure, composition, and configuration of green
spaces7as well as the local management practices and social
drivers (e.g. the institutions, local ecological knowledge,
and connection to place) which underlie them8.
Urbanization and developed areas impact ecological
functioning, both directly through land cover changes and
indirectly through land use, consumptive and lifestyle
patterns, and resource use.
Looking at planted areas within urban environments,
Giovoni72 cites experimental research examining the
mediation of thermal effects, and reduced levels of air
and noise pollution. At the city scale, urban green space
and parkland can also be considered biodiversity hotspots
capable of supporting a large number of species and thus
contributing to conservation efforts54.
Despite the economic, environmental, and social value of
green space, a major concern for urban sustainability is
balancing the tradeoff between high-density development
and urban green space quantity and quality21. Tratalos et al.136
use an urban gradient approach to assess whether increased
densification deteriorates ecosystem service provision by
reducing vegetated cover; results indicate that environmental
performance does decline with increasing urban density due
to,
• Reduction in green space and gardens
• Smaller habitat sizes
• Greater storm water runoff
• Higher predicted temperatures
• Lower carbon sequestration
Thus, it is important to integrate green infrastructure as
housing density increases, such as by planting trees on road
centers, maintaining verges and vegetated areas in urban
centers, and promoting biodiversity on private lands and
gardens through community initiatives.
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Tree planting and street trees

A case analysis of Stockholm, Sweden found that street
trees and urban forests positively contributed to,
• Air filtering
• Micro-climate regulation
• Noise reduction
• Rainwater drainage
• Recreational/cultural values
21

For regulating services such as air quality control, species
composition was identified as an important control on the
level and quality of the service provision. For example,
coniferous trees have a higher capacity for filtering pollution
and particulates from the air because the needles have a
greater surface area when combined, while deciduous trees
are less sensitive to air pollution and better at absorbing
gases.
Urban trees and plantings have the potential to positively
affect micro-climates through controls on wind and sun
exposure141, retaining heat in winter and cooling through
shading in the summer. The mediating effect of green space
on temperature is measurable and extends outside of its
boundaries varying in distance by the site area. Shashua-Bar
and Hoffman125 found the moderating effect of street trees
on heating associated with traffic to sustain up to 100 meters
from the site boundary. This can reduce costs associated
with climate control (i.e. heating and cooling costs) through
strategic planting alongside roads and structures. Here, even
small plantings can have a significant mitigating effect,
with the greatest benefits gained by attention to such things
as the “width” of the green area, species composition, the
morphological qualities of the plants themselves, and the
orientation of the plants relative to the building itself72.
In addition to energy savings, tree plantings are an economic
asset in virtue of the regulating services they provide:
• McPherson et al.101 estimate that trees in the Chicago
area remove approximately 5,500 tons of air pollutants,
valued at more than $9 million annually.
• In Johannesburg, Schäffler and Swilling123 estimate the
value of the carbon stock of the urban forest, which
varies between 7-24% coverage by district at over $60
million.
• Green infrastructure, including tree plantings, has the
potential to reduce annual damage to private property
and public infrastructure by 25%63.
• In Chicago, rebuilding streets with tree plantings
and other green design elements (e.g. permeable
pavements, etc.) increases the return by 3- to 6-fold
on every $1,000 spent compared to conventional
approaches109.

Through shading and climate mitigation, street trees reduced
annual energy costs between $4 - $15 per tree in studies of
six different cities101, 128.

Adaptation to climate change

Indirect mitigation services are particularly noteworthy,
as global environmental change research increasingly
emphasizes the importance of urban resiliency and
adaptability in the face of climate change3, 95. Cities are
especially vulnerable to climate change as they act as85:
• A nexus of people and disturbance to the natural
environment
• A nexus of intensive resource and energy use/waste
• Concentrate impermeable surfaces and lie along water
features making them susceptible to flooding
Urban trees and plantings have the potential to positively
affect micro-climates through controls on wind and sun
exposure141, retaining heat in winter and cooling through
shading in the summer. The mediating effect of green space
on temperature is measurable and extends outside of its
boundaries varying in distance by the site area. Shashua-Bar
and Hoffman125 found the moderating effect of street trees
on heating associated with traffic to sustain up to 100 meters
from the site boundary. This can reduce costs associated
with climate control (i.e. heating and cooling costs) through
strategic planting alongside roads and structures. Here, even
small plantings can have a significant mitigating effect,
with the greatest benefits gained by attention to such things
as the “width” of the green area, species composition, the
morphological qualities of the plants themselves, and the
orientation of the plants relative to the building itself72.
Tree plantings can reduce the risk of climate-induced natural
hazards not only through their impact on local climate, but
also by erosion control, rainwater infiltration, and sewage/
stormwater treatment.

Stormwater and snowmelt treatment

With increases in extreme weather events already observable
and expected to increase, cities will increasingly need to
plan for stormwater management and treatment. In addition
to flooding potential, the pollution associated with runoff is a
major concern. In colder climates, snowmelt is an additional
concern as its pollutants are the same as those found in
rain runoff, but has residence times up to several months
rather than a few hours thus having significantly higher
concentrations of pollutants106.
Bioretention offers both a snow deposit and retention of
pollutants from melt-water if constructed correctly. Cold
climate modifications to best management practices (BMPs)
recommend use of vegetated swales with plant roots and use
of vegetated cover to promote sheet flow; mixed vegetation
enhances infiltration, roots can be active during the cold
season for pollutant absorption, and mulch provides easily
replaceable treatment layer preventing clogging and retaining
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pollutants. A study in Japan106 found that the initial snowmelt
releases 50-90% of dissolved pollutants, and particulate
matter is highly concentrated at the final melt. Mulch had the
greatest retention of zinc, lead, and copper, followed by soil
and then plants; however the plant roots play a major part in
improving infiltration, reducing clogging, nutrient removal,
and regeneration of the system.

Beyond retention and treatment of stormwater and snowmelt,
bioretention basins have the potential to increase local
biodiversity. Kazemi et al.89 showed the bioretention basins
in Australia have a higher number of species, greater amounts
of species richness, and greater Shannon diversity index
than the green spaces from which they were created (garden
bed, lawn, etc). The increase in biodiversity is achieved
through planting itself, but also created and maintained due
to changes in human traffic and the different maintenance
practices involved with each.

Conclusion

Research on the benefits of parks and open spaces expands
our understanding of the diverse and valuable contributions
that this infrastructure makes to urban communities. Best
management practices of parks and open spaces can have
multiple social, economic and environmental benefits. By
applying an evidence-based approach to policy, design,
implementation, and management, the City of Madison can
substantially enhance and leverage the value of these assets
to the Madison community.
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Madison SWOT Analysis

In considering the future of Madison’s open space system,
four key components of the existing system were analyzed:
design and use, park accessibility, waterfront accessibility,
and environmental concerns. In analyzing these four
components, special focus was given to their strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats in Madison. Relevant
case studies applicable to each key component are also
highlighted.

Design and Use

Public plazas, major roadways, bike paths, greenfield
development, and placemaking were examined, with

special attention paid to best practices, missed
opportunities, and potential improvements in their
design and current use as parts of the of the city’s open
space network.
Public Plazas

One important component of Madison’s open space is
its publically-accessible plazas. Design is an important
element in the success of plazas, which can serve as an
important catalyst for both public gathering and future new
development. In examining the public plazas system in
Madison, areas of good design on a broad scale include:

Figure 3. Capitol Square circulation path. provides adequate pedestrian amenities, such as benches.
Photo Credit: Phin Hanson

• Linear connectivity of multiple plaza spaces, such as
East Campus Mall from johnson St. to the Memorial
Union
• Well-defined pedestrian circulation network,
particularly seen in the Capitol Square
• Clear designation of focal points, such as the Capitol
in downtown Madison
• Complementary development surrounding plazas
However, some plaza design features that could be
improved upon include:
• Lack of seating diversity
• Lack of emphasis on public transit connections
• Lack of outdoor gathering space surrounding major
shopping centers
• Lack of pedestrian emnities
• Lack of shady spots

Figure 4. Hilldale Mall Sundance Theater street frontage.
Note the underscaled trees.
Photo Credit Google Maps
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Bike Lanes

New Greenfield Development

Bike Madison strives to make bicycling an integral part of
daily life in Madison, thereby making Madison a model
for health promotion, environmental sustainability,
and quality of life. Their goals are to ensure Madison
develops a universally accessible, bicycle friendly
transportation network that allows connections to all
destinations and includes bikeways, adequate bike
parking, and adequate links to public transit.

Placemaking

Another important component of Madison’s open space
system that may be overlooked is its linear roadways and
corridors, including major arterial roadways and bike paths.
Currently there are 764 miles of streets in Madison spanning
over 1,702 lane miles31 compared with 112 miles of bike
lanes, 7 miles of curb lanes, and 116 miles of bike paths.
From this assessment, roughly 15% of Madison’s roadways
include bike lanes. This represents 2.6 linear feet of bike lane
per capita for Madison residents, which compares favorably
to renowned bike friendly Portland, Oregon at only 1.6 linear
feet per capita.

The application of open space design and use guidelines
can also be utilized by new greenfield development.
Though greenfield development is fundamentally a loss of
existing open space, not all new homes and businesses can
be built as part of redevelopment or infill. Ensuring that
greenfield developments consider the existing natural open
space can add quality to Madison’s open space system;
however, new developments without these important
considerations and additions could pose a serious threat to
the existing system.

Upon analyzing public plazas, roadways, bike paths and
greenfield development, the question of how can all of these
diverse spaces be utilized to their full potential is raised.
The answer is placemaking. Placemaking is taking a space
and modifying it to live up to its full potential. Placemaking
involves finding best practices for all users, environmental
aspects, structures, and functions. Additionally, this process
can transform these spaces into a destination shaped by a
specific purpose and designed to maximize positive benefits.

New Greenfield DevelopmentCase Study: Bishops Bay
Bishops Bay, a 780 acre residential condominium style
development in Middleton and Westport, Wisconsin
incorporated open spaces and existing natural areas in its
design and currently constructed build-out phases. The
property for the development abuts the Bishops Bay Golf
Club and was purchased from the Club developer by T.
Wall Properties. The Bishops Bay development is intended
to include a range of communities, yet to be built out, with
homes priced from $250,000 to over $1 million, attracting a
range of age groups, income levels, and lifestyles.
Forty percent of the open space is to be maintained,
including development of extensive trails and parks. The
master plan minimizes grading, adopting the philosophy
that development should work with the land. The integration
of the existing landscape into the master plan allows
preservation of existing greenways, drainage swales, and
remnant woodlands and prairie. In addition to the natural
open spaces, plazas, linear parks, and pedestrian and bicycle
connectivity are emphasized in the design.
Yet to be developed homes in “The Woods” forested portion
of the property are not allowed to have traditional subdivision
style lawns, rather the existing trees have been maintained to
the greatest extent possible in the plan. Other notable to be
Figure 5. Concept sketch of a plaza in Bishops Bay.
developed communities within the subdivision include “The
Prairie”, intended to maintain native plantings, and “The Photo Credit: Wisconsin Chapter of the ASLA
Farm”, which will operate as a working farm. There is also
planned space for community gardens.
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Bike Lane Case Study: Southwest Corridor Bicycle Path
The Southwest Corridor Bicycle Path (SWCBP) provides a convenient motorized vehicle-free commuter path
for bicyclists and pedestrians from Brittingham Park, through the south edge of campus, along the DungeonMonroe Neighborhood, over the Beltline via the new Cannonball Path Phase 3 Bridge, and south to Fitchburg,
Wisconsin.
The route described above provides an excellent connection between Madison and the Fitchburg/ Verona
areas of Dane County. The recently constructed beltline bridge, completed September 2013, has increased user
safety and accessibility. This provides an important link for bike commuting employees of Epic Systems located
in Verona living in downtown Madison.
Path-roadway intersections are problematic: motorists are required to stop for pedestrians but not for bicyclists;
bicyclists are required to stop for motorists but frequently do not. We recommend Madison should:
• Provide a manually triggered signal that a pedestrian and bicyclist can set off
• Consider signage mandating motorists stop for bicyclists in addition to existing mandate of stopping for
pedestrians
• Incorporate a signalized system to improve interaction with vehicles
• Incorporate fixtures with shielded light source to limit lighting adjacent properties.
• Provide/enhance connections between SWCBP and Monroe Street.
• Develop connections in conjunction with sustainable development of Monroe Street Corridor.
• Purchase properties or easements to enhance bicycle-pedestrian connections.

Bike Lane Case Study: University Avenue Bike Lane
University Avenue begins where East Gorham Street branches into Bassett Street and University Avenue. The
first mile includes a bus/right-turn lane and three additional vehicular lanes all traveling west. Bicycles are
accommodated with a westbound lane and an eastbound curbed lane. According to 2009 traffic counts, this
segment carries between 21,000 and 34,000 vehicles daily92. The lanes are properly organized for efficient and
relatively safe flow. Signalization provides for complex vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian circulation. Crosswalks
accommodate the substantial pedestrian traffic of between-class circulation.
Bicyclists turning left must cross three lanes of vehicular traffic to complete the maneuver. During times
of congested traffic this creates confusion and can cause serious accidents. Looking at University Avenue
specifically, we recommend the City:
• Study a five to ten second signalized interval for north-south bicycle-pedestrian only circulation
• Study the viability of bicycle lanes along Campus Drive. This would provide better connectivity between
campus and western segments of University Avenue
• Consider reducing the Campus Drive speed limit to 30 mph
• Consider a 25 mph speed limit during peak student-pedestrian hours
• Include electronic signage for this variable speed designation
• Consider installation of a pedestrian bridge
Speed limit observance on University Avenue is questionable. Alternate enforcement technologies should be
researched, which may include LED speed indicators. Regrettably, recent roadway improvements to University
Avenue, from Midvale Avenue to Century Avenue, did not include “green street” design features, such as rain
garden medians.
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Table 4. Design and Use SWOT
STRENGTHS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase in property values adjacent to open space
Increase in quality of life & psychological well-being
Large amount of community events held in parks
Well maintained amenities
Diverse range of activity programming
Well defined methods of pedestrian circulation
Complementary development adjacent to open space
Signalization in major streets
Opportunities for casual interaction with people

WEAKNESSES
• Lack of destinations along corridors
• Adequate representation of all residents’ needs &
concerns in recreation needs assessments & gap
analysis
• Lack of usable restrooms in winter in public parks
• Lack of focal space amongst many public parks
• Lack of seating diversity
• Little vibrant outdoor space in retail districts
• Lack of bike paths in major city streets
• Overabundance of automobile surface parking

OPPORTUNITIES
• Identify high value sites for multipurpose use and
simultaneous benefits (cultural, historic, recreational,
environmental)
• Higher density infill development
• New greenfield development with consideration of
existing open space system
• Open space enhancements as a catalyst for economic
development
• Emphasize historic assets to enhance sense of place
• Master planned new development to work in
accordance with land
• Design guidelines in mixed used development
• Utilization of easements to encourage public space
• Redevelopment of vacant and industrial land
• Prioritize sites that provide opportunities for multiple
user groups
• Development of new park in Bassett/Mifflin/Johnson
corridor between downtown and campus
• Retrofitting and improvement of existing parks
• Encourage “placemaking”
• Citywide plaza design standards

THREATS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inter-jurisdictional relationships & fringe development
Funding & budgetary constraints
Opposition & negative citizen attitudes
Realism of planning process results with heavy citizen
involvement
New development with no design standards
Unpredictable climate
Potential retail downturns
Lack of speed limit observance on major roads
Citizen indifference
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Access
Geographic Park Accessibility

Accessibility refers to the relative ease of specific populations
in using existing networks of open space. Access to parks
in the near east, near west, and isthmus is generally good.
This access comes from a multitude of parks, as well as an
organized and efficient public transit system surrounding the
isthmus area. The bulk of the parks studied have a variety of
paths to and within the parks, providing access by bus, bike,
automobile, and for pedestrians.
A map of the city of Madison displaying locations within
a quarter mile of a park is shown in Figure 5. Based on
this graphic, it is clear that there are areas near the edge of
the city where access is inadequate. These areas generally
identified are the far west, south, north, and far east sides.
Many of these areas are the sites of newer development and
lack amenities that developed in older parts of the city.

Demographic Park Accessibility

Madison’s open space system leaves some segments of
the population, primarily low-income minorities, without
adequate access to open space and quality natural areas.
The weaknesses in the connections are primarily due to the
existence of neighborhoods on the outskirts of Madison
that are relatively isolated and have no existing community
or neighborhood parks. Though the city is aware of these
deficiencies and plans target them for improvements,
implementation must be seen through.
Areas of inaccessibility to various demographics parallel
the geographic areas of inaccessibility. Figure 6 shows the
percent Hispanic population in relation to parks. The Hispanic
population is most prevalent in the south, west, and east sides
of the city; clear areas exist with poor or no access to parks.
The same can be seen in Figure 7 with the Black population.
The largest clusters appear on the north, south, far west, and
far east sides. Areas near the Dane County Regional Airport
and directly east of Monona are some of the worst areas
of accessibility for the Black population. Finally, Figure 8
shows the population over age 65 Madison. This population
is much more dispersed throughout the city, and the areas
where accessibility is lacking are generally parallel to the
overall map of accessibility. However an elderly population
is not necessarily as mobile as the general population, so
accessibility can prove to be even more important.

Figure 5. Park access disparities by geographic location in Madison, WI.
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Another part of access issues is the underrepresentation
of certain demographic groups in surveying and public
forums. Many of the methods used in gaining public
feedback underrepresent certain segments of the
population. In order to increase access, it is important that
Madison incorporate best practices and mixed methods of
user evaluations, such as those highlighted by Washington,
D.C.’s focus groups that target underrepresented groups.

Future Park Accessibility and Potential Concerns

The population of Madison is expected to increase to 255,000
people over the next 12 years62. That is a projected increase
of 22.8% over the period of 2000-202562. With an increase
of population over 15,000 from today, there will be a shift in
where people live. This can already be witnessed in suburban
development near Verona as well as the infill development
occurring throughout the campus and downtown area. With

Figure 6. Park access disparities for Madison’s Hispanic population.

Figure 7. Park access disparities for Madison’s Black population.
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a growing population and demand for new land and housing,
it is projected that Madison will need to increase its current
parkland by approximately 516 acres in 2030 to properly
accommodate future needs33, shown in Figure 9.
A second major threat to accessibility is crime. Crime
within or around parks discourages use, thereby decreasing
accessibility. Therefore crime is something that will always
need to be accounted for when considering accessibility of
parks and playgrounds throughout the City. Although data
is currently unavailable on exactly how many crimes occur
in public parks, the City of Madison Parks Department
has recently collaborated with the Police Department in
developing a Parks Watch Program, with the objective of
addressing the ongoing threat of crime.

Opportunities to Increase Park System Accessibility

Madison has made a conscious step to identify and rectify
accessibility problems. One example is the development of
a park in the Bassett/Mifflin/Johnson streets area between
downtown and campus, which would help to increase
accessibility to open space amongst downtown residents.
This is an opportunity already defined by the City, and can
serve as a template for identifying accessibility issues around
the city and how to choose where to place new parks.
We recommend that the City of Madison and other Dane
County municipalities take advantage of the natural
connections between natural areas, between people, and
between natural areas and people to enhance existing
neighborhoods and open space. Investments should focus on
increasing contiguity of corridors, which will in turn increase

Figure 8. Park access disparities for Madison’s residents over age 65.

Figure 9. Projected shortage of parks by 2030.
Image Credit: Madison’s Park and Open Space Plan.
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accessibility and enhance user experience of existing
infrastructure. Also, increasing safe access and crossing
points, signage, and bike/pedestrian amenities along existing
corridors offer opportunities for enhancing accessibility the
regions open space system.
In addition, the park system of Madison should be thought
of in a regional context, in which county level agencies help
develop open space policy and create new areas of open space
through both new construction and restoration. Recently,
there has been an increasing degree of inter-jurisdictional
collaboration in Dane County, seen in the development of
the Scheidiegger Forest in the Town of Verona, and a bike
trail linking the villages of Cambridge and Rockdale24. We
recommend these inter-jurisdictional collaborations continue
to occur to improve open space access amongst citizens in
all municipalities of Dane County.

Public Waterfront Access

Public access to water among Madison residents is another
important component of overall accessibility. In Madison,
this type of public access is manifested in lake or river
front bike and pedestrian paths as areas to enjoy the scenic
qualities of these bodies of water. Currently, not all lakefront
areas are considered publicly accessible, as shown in Figure
10.

Individual residential lakeshore property with annual
taxes between $20,000 and $30,000 provide an
excellent tax base for the City of Madison. Therefore it
is unlikely, and perhaps undesirable, that public access
along lakeshores ever reaches 100%.

Figure 10. Waterfront access in Madison is primarily public, shown in green, but privately restricted access exists, shown
in red. Shown from left to right, top to bottom are Lake Mendota, Lake Monona, Lake Wingra, and the Yahara River.
Image Credit: Google Maps
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However, there is motivation to improve waterway
access where available and provide inbound connecting
paths as needed. As discussed earlier, Mayor Paul
Soglin developed the Lake Monona Bicycle-Pedestrian
Path in the 1970s. Improving bicycle-pedestrian paths
around Lake Mendota should be a priority with the
current administration. Going forward, some important
things to take into account regarding the enhancement
of waterfront access include:
• Improve shoreline parks.
• Secure easement rights to complete lake path
connections over private property, especially
from Warner Park to the UW Union Terrace along
Lake Mendota.
• Develop inland connections from lake paths.
• Re-evaluate current city practices for greater
sustainability and cleaner waterways.
• Take a leadership role in reducing watershed
impervious surfaces.
• Create public and private incentives for the
design and implementation of rain gardens and
bio-filtration swales.

Waterfront Access Case Study: UW Lakeshore Path
The already existing UW Lakeshore Path should be analyzed when thinking about the component of water in the
context of Madison’s open space. The lakeshore path extends from Shorewood Hills at the west end of campus
east along the north edge of campus to the Memorial Union Terrace.
The path is an excellent passive recreational and commuting resource for bicyclists and pedestrians. Visual and
physical access to Lake Mendota is provided in a setting that is free from motorized vehicles. City noises are
buffered by the change in elevation, as well as vegetative buffer between the path and campus roadways. Pathways
also provide greater opportunities for recreation or commute aesthetics.
Improvements that could be considered when thinking about the UW Lakeshore Path, as well as future public
access in Madison. These include:
• Addition of low-level dark-sky compliant lighting to provide nighttime visibility and safety.
• Improving physical access to Lake Mendota with additional docks and ‘beaches.’
• Improvements that must be in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
• Inbound connections to the south should be developed at regular intervals along the path to improve access
between the campus and lake.
• Connections should be park-like to enhance the open space quality of the path.
• Taking advantage of rain gardens and other sustainable measures to improve water quality of the lake.
• Exploration of the ecological research potential of path/lake connection
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Waterfront Access Case Study: Yahara River Parkway
The Yahara River Parkway is a one-mile stretch of the Yahara River cutting through the urban isthmus and connecting Lake
Mendota to Lake Monona. While it has an over 100-year legacy in Madison’s open space system, the corridor’s proximity
to the downtown area and the natural areas that it connects suggest that its full potential is not yet met.
Here, we highlight some weaknesses and opportunities which characterize the Madison Parks and Open Space system more
broadly, using the context of the Parkway to explore these in more depth and make recommendations.
Yahara River Parkway is both on the Register of National Historic Places and has city landmark designation for how it
embraces the local environment and the ‘prairie spirit’ in which it was originally designed29. Beyond being a historic asset in
name, several design elements remain which reflect its history and local character, contributing to its sense of place.
The Parkway also offers a plethora of natural recreational opportunities by virtue of its water resources: motor boating,
paddling, swimming, and fishing are common along the river as well as in the lakes which it links. A natural bridge crossing
the isthmus, manmade trails run along the corridor, providing opportunities for pedestrians and cyclists. These recreational
activities, as well as its geographic proximity to several densely populated neighborhoods, growing entertainment and retail
districts, and major thoroughfares position the Parkway for tourist and economic opportunity. Lastly, the juxtaposition
of the natural, water, and urban elements make this a priority area for ecological management, watershed protection, and
natural restoration.
In addition, the Yahara River Corridor embodies the potential of connectivity to create a more unified community. The
corridor links the two largest and most heavily utilized lakes in Madison, cuts through the most densely populated area of
the city and the two most heavily traveled arterial streets. The river is flanked by 50 feet of green space on either side and
by mainly residential areas beyond that, connecting four city parks and three isthmus neighborhoods. Yahara Parkway Path
also spans the length of the corridor and links these residents and others to the 17 mile Capital City Trail.
We recommend the City identify and prioritize sites that provide opportunities for multiple user groups and activities, as
well as opportunities to enhance the ecological functioning and sense of place. The Yahara River Parkway could capitalize
on its historic identity, natural amenities, and adjacent commercial/retail land to foster future place-making.
Redevelopment of the Yahara River Parkway
The Yahara River Parkway lies adjacent to several thriving neighborhoods, but many public and private properties along
the corridor are underutilized. Redevelopment of these lands can enhance the open space system in several ways. First,
redevelopment of vacant and industrial land can make the corridor more aesthetically inviting and alleviate safety concerns
which may be impeding recreation. Moreover, mixed-used and retail developments provide destinations which attract
residents and visitors, increasing user-ship while simultaneously improving the economic performance of the area. The
open space system can also be enhanced more directly by acquisition of these lands, but also on public land where existing
parkland can be better developed and extended.

Figure 11. Yahara Corridor
Land Use shows potential for
adjacent redevelopment.
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Table 5. Access SWOT
STRENGTHS
• High profile state trails & connections in and near City
• Very good public access to parks in near east, near west
and isthmus
• Linear connectivity of different range of spaces
• Good utilization of lighting in city athletic fields
• Public plazas have well defined methods of pedestrian
circulation
• Proper accommodates high pedestrian flow while
facilitating bus and bike travel in limited access
pedestrian malls
• Capital Square highly visible, promoting safety and
inclusiveness
• Connects pedestrians and bicyclists with lakefront on
Lake Mendota
• Bike paths successfully links adjacent neighborhoods
and municipalities

OPPORTUNITIES
• Redevelopment integrating public open space
• Expanding connections for recreation & commuting
• Development of comprehensive city-wide trail
development plan
• Increased multimodal transportation accessible streets
(car and bike lanes)
• Enhanced water access in lakeshore bike paths
• Enhanced neighborhood bike path connectivity to
schools and retail
• Decreased empty space amongst Campus area
pedestrian circulation paths
• Increased utilization of public seating and tree
plantings in public plazas
• Investments in contiguity in corridors
• Promote tourism, economic development and
recreation along Yahara River Parkway
• Capitalize on historic designation of Yahara River to
foster placemaking
• Redevelopment of adjacent industrial, abandoned and
non-productive land surrounding Yahara River

WEAKNESSES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connectivity of natural areas, trails, parkland
Lack of destinations along corridors
Pedestrian access to natural areas from Downtown
Limited access among residents living in “edges” of
Madison
Limited opportunities for pedestrians to reach water
Poor lighting in many bike paths
Little distinction between bus and bike use on many
streets
Limited access among low income, minority
demographics
Underrepresentation of low income groups in surveys
and public forums
Some sidewalks in retail districts are undersized

THREATS
• Infill development without integrating, preserving, &
connecting to public open space
• Greenfield development without consideration of
preserving sensitive open space and connecting to
existing open space
• Winter weather impacting open space system use
• Growing population and shift in location of new
development
• Shifting neighborhood demographics
• Threat of crime in and around parks, bike paths and
public plazas
• Lack of city support in increasing street maintenance
costs
• Ongoing construction
• Traffic congestion
• Limited visibility decreasing public awareness
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Environmental Issues

Environmental issues are on the forefront of planning for any
city. With an estimated 1,700 acres of conservation parks,
it is important to identify and analyze potential external and
internal threats to these natural landscapes and other natural
spaces. Some of these threats include the emerald ash borer,
blue-green algae, and excess stormwater runoff; opportunities
lay in improved stormwater management techniques,
including the development of green infrastructure.
In Madison, the city government is relatively sustainably
minded and has a unique connection to the University
of Wisconsin where countless research projects focus on
environmental issues. In addition, the Madison public is
highly educated and engaged with environmental issues.

Biodiversity

There is a clear lack of natural areas in some parks and regions
of Madison and Dane County, contributing to an overall lack
of biodiversity in many parks. The natural resources of city
parks are also threatened by human activity within these
parks. For example, Warner Park has long been known for
the Rhythm and Booms Fourth of July celebration. A study
analyzing the impacts of debris on the wetland in the park
found that the metals and chemicals in the fireworks had
a negative impact, taking over a month for the wetland to
return to its natural state with no traces of the metals found32.
Additionally the maintenance of turf grass lawns in many
parks is an expense that the city should consider reexamining. The Pennsylvania Department of Conservation
and Natural Resources estimates that the maintenance cost
of one acre of turf grass can be up to $1000 per year52. In
addition to high maintenance costs, turf grass contributes to
an overall shortage of biodiversity in parks where it is most
prevalent.

Emerald Ash Borer

Madison’s Forestry Department assesses and responds to
threats such as arboreal diseases and harmful insects, and
partakes in reconstruction projects for tree preservation. The
Department offers public education through Arbor Week
celebrations, providing a family-friendly atmosphere that
raises public awareness about the important role of trees in
the Madison ecosystem. Trees not only increase property
values but also are believed to contribute greatly to quality
of life. In fact, Madison has been designated “Tree City
USA” for 22 years by the Arbor Day Foundation.
A major threat to Madison’s tree population that is actively
addressed by Forestry Services is the emerald ash borer,
an insect that attacks only ash trees; however, there exist
an estimated 72,000 ash trees amongst Madison’s overall
tree population making this disease a serious threat31. The
Emerald Ash Borer is confirmed to be in Madison; within
a few years it will decimate the entire stock of ash trees,
meaning a significant number of parks will lose most or all
of their trees.
Melbourne, Australia is facing a similar future with the
anticipated arrival of Dutch Elm disease. Utilizing GIS to
track tree locations and maintenance, as well as to aid in a
strategic replacement program, has been incorporated as part
of their park and open space management. Madison needs
to aggressively undertake strategic replacement of ash trees
now that the ash borer has arrived to preserve the quality of
open space in the City.

Blue-Green Algae

Threats to the integrity of the lakes is a constant problem.
Lake Mendota’s watershed is 230 square miles and includes
cities such as Waunakee, De Forest, Sun Prairie, and
Arlington. Lake Mendota receives runoff from this large
watershed, which then flows into the Yahara River and
eventually reaches the other Yahara Lakes. The quality of
Madison’s lakes has been affected due to pollution from

Stormwater Management Case Study: Nine Springs Golf Course
The 2011 Water Resources Management Workshop at the University of Wisconsin-Madison looked at the feasibility of
expanding the Nine Springs Golf Course effluent irrigation pilot project. According to the report, Hole 7 on the golf course
in Fitchburg has been using effluent for irrigation for nearly six years. In addition, the rest of the golf course is watered
from a pond used to collect stormwater runoff from the surrounding neighborhoods through the use of culverts. The use of
effluent for irrigation golf courses prevents groundwater withdrawals and can have a positive impact on the quality of water
returning to the environment due to the filtering properties of grasses and other plants.
Several concerns exist with using effluent, such as higher levels of dissolved salts, chemicals, and other nutrients than are
typically found in groundwater that could damage the turf grass and soil. However, the Nine Springs Golf Course has seen
no change in the quality of the turf at Hole 7 over a prolonged use period. The Practicum concluded that Nine Springs Golf
course should expand their use of MMSD’s effluent by using it to refill the stormwater pond during low water level periods
that reportedly occur eight to ten times a season, rather than the current practice of using groundwater. A similar approach
to using effluent could be expanded to other golf courses in and around Madison to improve water quality being returned to
the Yahara Watershed.
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stormwater runoff. Considering that over 53% of the land
area in the watershed is agriculture and only 21% is urban,
Madison’s urban area does not have the largest impact. Thus,
continued inter-jurisdictional collaboration is essential in
improving water quality.

routes and thus perform several important stormwater
management functions, such as diverting runoff; providing
areas for short-term retention of the runoff; improving water
quality; and providing a buffer between runoff and adjacent
land.

Blue-Green algae blooms have been known to occur in
these lakes as a byproduct of stormwater runoff, and have
recently increased due to the effects of climate change.
These blooms, often observed near the isthmus beaches and
access points, are an eyesore, can cause foul smells, and are
threats to aquatic and life. In addition, certain algae such as
Blue-Green Algae can be a threat to human health, causing
allergic reactions and even affecting the functions of the
liver and other organs153.

The City is already utilizing natural spaces for stormwater
management, such as retention ponds in Owen Park and Warner
Park, however innovative solutions could be implemented to
a greater degree on more publicly managed open spaces. In
addition, incorporating stormwater management practices
into public open spaces can provide other services, such as
environmental education opportunities. Since many of the
areas used for stormwater management are under the control
of the Engineering Department, this also leads to a greater
opportunity for increased inter-agency collaboration.

Stormwater Management

One solution to addressing these previously mentioned
threats is stormwater management. The City of Madison
Engineering Department is responsible for the development
and administration of stormwater protocols and policies.
The main goal of stormwater management is to preserve
Madison’s most prominent natural resources, Lake Monona
and Lake Mendota, which flank the famous isthmus that
forms the morphology of downtown and UW-Madison
campus, by reducing or eliminating the negative effects of
stormwater runoff.
Greenways have the opportunity to play a major role
in stormwater management to a greater degree. These
landscapes generally trace naturally occurring drainage

Green Infrastructure
Green infrastructure is designed purposefully to integrate
organically with the local natural system, as opposed to
disrupting, the surroundings to fit human needs. Although
Madison does invest great emphasis, pride and tangible
effort into maintaining and protecting its natural resources,
the progress toward integrating green infrastructure has
not been adopted to the extent of many other cities. Some
efforts on the part of the City to adopt these practices include
a comprehensive study of the Lake Wingra watershed; the
2012 reconstruction of Monroe Street; and the construction
of additional rain gardens throughout the city.

Green Infrastructure Case Study: City of Milwaukee
Milwaukee has constructed at least 74 bioretention facilities, as well as other types of green infrastructure into urban
streets25. The top green street opportunities identified by the City of Milwaukee are bioretention in medians and terraces
and tree trenches. Pervious pavers have also been used on low-use roadways, such as curb-to-curb pavers in Jossey Heights
subdivision, parking lanes, and alleys. An important note on alternative street materials is the use of vacuum sweepers,
rather than broom sweepers, has been identified as more effective, so Milwaukee has purchased new equipment and similar
action may be necessary in the City of Madison if alternative materials are used.

Figure 12. Milwaukee’s green street medians for stormwater management.
Photo Credit: City of Milwaukee
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Table 6. Environmental Issues SWOT
WEAKNESSES

STRENGTHS
• Preservation of trees & wildlife
• Arbor Day Foundation Tree City for 22 years
• Extensive digitized data aiding in open space
identification & protection
• Existing open space planning framework
• Sustainably minded city government with unique
connection to University
• Citizens highly educated and engaged with environmental
issues
• City noises buffered in natural areas by change in
elevation and vegetative buffers
• Active and engaged community & volunteer network

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
• Collaboration between Parks Departments & other open
space controlling agencies, i.e. Engineering, School
Boards
• Green Street standardized implementation
• Environmental education
• Expand MMSD’s golf course effluent irrigation
• Continued partnership with the University system in
planning, management, etc.
• Adoption of Green Streets standard policy similar to City
of Milwaukee
• Re-evaluation of parks under NRPA standards
• Development of multi-functional greenways
• Expansion of city forests
• Development of inland connections from lake paths
• Public and private incentives for raingardens and biofiltration swales
• Securing easement rights to complete public lake path
connections
• Development of stormwater ditches in city parks

Environmental law enforcement
Maintenance of turf grass laws
Lack of biodiversity
Limited sustainable practices in new development
Control of runoff
Deteriorating water quality
Implementation of green infrastructure lagging
Lack of natural area in some parks in city

THREATS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical land constraints
Climatic & weather changes
Stormwater runoff & non-point source pollutants
Lake quality in a larger watershed
Blue-green algae
Lack of sustainable practice in watersheds
Limitations of existing natural resources
Climate change
New development
Increased population density
Overuse and abuse of natural resources
Emerald ash borer
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Based on the analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats, recommendations are provided for Madison’s
open space system in the areas of assessments, facility design
& adjacent redevelopment, waterfront redevelopment,
programming, funding and communication and funding.

Needs Assessments

Recommendations
Outdoor courtyard: typically located in a mixed-use
shopping district, constructed by a private developer.
This type could serve as a focal point for redevelopment
of Hilldale Mall, acting as a quasi-public space adding
vibrancy. Other examples include Bayshore Town Center in
Glendale, WI, shown in Figure 13, and County Club Plaza
in Kansas City.

Case studies revealed many forms of assessment have been
used to evaluate and improve open space systems. Madison’s
open space system should utilize demographic analysis to
identify future needs; service standards to evaluate if current
levels of service are being met or should be improved upon;
user evaluations to gain feedback; and outreach to inform
citizens of the importance of their opinions and updates for
system improvements.
One of the most important aspects of this is user evaluations;
Washington, D.C.’s efforts at statistically valid sampling with
a focus on gaining additional input from underrepresented
groups should be modified to fit Madison’s needs. For
more information on Washington, D.C.’s methods see the
statistical validity subsection under Methods of Assessment
in the Precedent Studies.

Facility Design & Adjacent
Redevelopment

Madison has opportunities for redevelopment throughout
areas of the city. An important consideration during
redevelopment will be how to connect to the existing, and
plan for new, open spaces to establish and maintain a high
quality of life in these neighborhoods. Redevelopment
without the important consideration of open space will
pose a serious threat to the current open space system and
Madison’s aspiration to be a world class city.

Figure 13. Bayshore Town Center in Glendale,
Wisconsin
Photo Credit: Retail Remix.com
“Café” plaza: typically located in a high density downtown
area adjacent to restaurants, etc. that attracts pedestrian
traffic. Café Plazas contain significant movable tables and
chairs, as they are designed so patrons of nearby restaurants
can enjoy their food and beverages outside. In Madison this
would be ideally suited to Capitol Square or East Campus
Mall either as a wholly public space, or incentivized for
private development. Examples include Herald Square,
shown in Figure 14, and Flatiron Square in Manhattan, NY.

Some specific aspects considered in redevelopment should
include incorporation of plazas, reconnecting with the lakes,
and incorporation of green infrastructure.

Public Plazas

The City should consider developing new types of public
plazas and retrofitting existing spaces to better suit the needs
of a growing population, particularly in high-density areas.
These public plazas would work in complement with the
existing public park and open space system in Madison.
These new types of plazas are:

Figure 14. Herald Square in New York City
Photo Credit: 123rf.com
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Transit hub plaza: located adjacent to a transit oriented
development to provide a clear, publicly oriented area to
utilize transit in an efficient manner with amenities such as
a bus shelter. In Madison this would be ideally suited along
the future bus rapid transit corridor in an area that maintained
high average ridership, such as Downtown or near the
University, and developed by the City and Madison Metro.
Examples include Clarendon Market in Arlington, VA,
shown in Figure 15, and the Fordham Plaza in Bronx, NY.

Madison should also develop a specific set of plaza design
guidelines in accordance with these new types of plazas.
Cities such as Vancouver, B.C. have successfully drafted
guideline documents that have guided the development of
both privately and publicly owned plazas. These design
standards should include specific language regarding
linkages, safety, environmental effects and user amenities.
For example, Vancouver’s design guidelines recommend
specific elements that can be used to prevent excess wind
within the plaza, such as avoiding narrow openings between
buildings with specific directional alignments, and utilizing
plantings and low walls. To protect against rainy weather,
Vancouver recommends the use of devices such as canopies
and awnings situated at waiting points or along major
pedestrian routes.

Waterfront Redevelopment

Figure 15. Claredon Market Square in Arlington, VA
Photo Credit: DC Urban Turf.com

“Pocket” plaza: could be located in a small vacant lot in a
high-density area to function as additional open space, either
temporarily or permanently. These plazas are flexible and
can move between vacant parcels easily if redevelopment
opportunities are presented. Examples include Pearl
Street Plaza in Brooklyn, NY, shown in Figure 16.

Reconnecting Madisonians with their water amenities
through open space and public access enhancements should
be a priority. Planning efforts have been made to this end,
such as the goal of connecting James Madison Park to the
Lakeshore Nature Path on the University of WisconsinMadison campus through acquisition of easements. The
City of Sheboygan’s South Pier District redevelopment
incorporates access to the waterfront.
In Madison, we recommend planning for redevelopment
where there are current opportunities, such as at Fiore
Shopping Centre and the Sony Building to promote the
Yahara River Parkway as vibrant activity center. In these
areas, ensure that development along the corridor engages
with and contributes to long range goals of the area. In
addition, critically assess current and past redevelopment
projects, including the redevelopment of the Central Services
Facility, to ensure that their use contributes to the community,
either through enhancing the open space system directly
or as a catalyst for economic development. Aggressively
recovering underused industrial and institutional land would
also increase connectivity and provide destinations for
pedestrians.

Green Infrastructure

Madison should be more opportunistic in developing green
infrastructure. A timely example of this lagging adoption
is the traffic circle that was recently constructed at the
intersection of Franklin and Mifflin. This project could have
been designed and built with green stormwater infrastructure
benefits in mind, but was not. This may be due to lack of
coordination between agencies.
Figure 16. Pearl Street Plaza in Brooklyn, NY.
Photo Credit: NY Times Dot Earth Blog

The City of Milwaukee Office of Environmental
Sustainability recently adopted a standardized green streets
reconstruction policy to streamline incorporation of green
infrastructure principles at the time reconstruction is
designed and budgeted. Adding green infrastructure during
reconstruction saves 20 to 40% of the cost, compared to
reconstructing a street specifically for the installation of
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green infrastructure25.
Such a standard would not only help improve water quality
through filtering pollutants before it reaches Madison’s lakes,
but also add aesthetic improvements to reconstructed streets.
In addition, Milwaukee’s green infrastructure projects are
anticipated to create about 500 positions and 160 green
construction jobs on average for 25 years25.

Programming

Programming refers to events within the parks, and amenities
refer to the physical structures within a park that contribute to
its function and identity. Some examples include community
events, diversity of spaces, farmers markets, community
gardens, concerts and festivals, community centers, seasonal
events, and accessible playground equipment. From research
and observation, there are a multitude of events that occur
within the parks; from Opera in the Park, to farmers markets,
to Festivals like the Orton Park Festival. Even though there
is such a variety of programming, there are costs associated
with maintenance following an event. These costs come
from maintenance of turf grass, upkeep of facilities, as well
as any destruction of property.
Opportunities for programming and amenities include
public education, revenue, involving divers age groups,
involving minorities, including wildlife, expanding winter
programming, and increasing physical structures within
parks. The bulk of programming occurs in the summer

months, and there is an opportunity to sponsor events in
the colder months of the year. As well since much of the
programming observed is in a few well known parks, there is
an opportunity to expand programming to other parts of the
city and engage otherwise unengaged populations.
In order to realize these opportunities, the public park system
in Madison as a whole should be examined. Some parks such
as Elver and Warner already contain adequate facilities such
as shelters, restrooms, benches, athletic areas, community
centers, and natural areas. However, many parks lack these
types of facilities. Only many of the larger size parks have
all possible amenities, yet many of the smaller parks lack
even paths leading to playground equipment.
Expansion of programming options and diversification of
programming types by involving communities and creating
partnerships to a greater degree should be a priority.
Communities and neighborhoods surround the parks and
are the primary users of many medium and small parks,
and involving them in planning the programming they wish
to see will increase attendance and awareness. In addition
revenue will increase from an increase in programming and
availability of programming, meaning more dollars for the
city to use to continue upgrades.

Waterfront Redevelopment Case Study: South
Pier District, Sheboygan, WI
The City of Sheboygan, Wisconsin is currently redeveloping
a 42 acre remediated brownfield site known as the South
Pier District. As part of the redevelopment, the City has
maintained ownership of the shoreline on both sides of the
peninsula and is developing a riverfront promenade and a
lakefront eco-park and trails, including Lake Michigan
beachfront restoration. Design guidelines were also created
for the mixed-use development to ensure the aesthetics of
the natural surroundings are not disregarded when private
development occurs. In addition, pedestrian easements have
been maintained to provide easier access to either waterfront
from the development
Stricter landscaping standards than in the City’s zoning
ordinance were adopted for properties adjoining public open
space. These guidelines use a point system to encourage
what was locally considered to be higher design quality
planting materials, and provides a list of allowed species.
This more extensive landscaping is included in street terraces
as well. The Stormwater Management segment of the design
guidelines recognizes the important role of native plantings
in reducing pollutants that reach the waterways as well as
slowing flows.

Figure 17. South Pier District redevelopment in
Sheboygan, WI demonstrates retaining public access
to waterfronts while incorporating profitable private
redevelopment.
Photo Credit: Waterfront Center.org
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Funding

In addition to the tax increment financing option discussed
for plaza development and reconnecting to the lakes,
suggested funding mechanisms include collaborations and
developer contributions.

City of Madison TIF Financing

Communication and Function

Though Madison attempts to coordinate between its public
agencies, these attempts could be broadened. Particular
emphasis should be placed on collaboration with other
agencies that own and operate open spaces that could
better enhance the parks system, such as the Engineering
Department, Forestry Department, and local school boards.

In its current TIF guidelines, the City offers no language
specific to encouraging plaza development, but does state
its major goals of utilizing TIF financing are to “support
economic development” and to “support neighborhood
revitalization, including downtown”. Under the category
of supporting neighborhood revitalization, the TIF policy
indicates that assistance will be provided to buildings that
“provide transportation linkages and other urban amenities.”
We recommend the city provide clearer language to
encourage private developers interested in receiving TIF
funding to include a public plaza as an “urban amenity”.

For example, several community, governmental, and
neighborhood groups with a vested interest in the future of
the Yahara River Parkway have performed detailed analyses
and developed plans and recommendations over the past
20 years. Three neighborhood plans and four municipal
plans have been adopted; there are many common themes
but their implementation has been limited. Several specific
projects, such as the redevelopment and expansion of Burr
Jones Field, shoreline enhancements and accessibility, and
enhancing existing trails with pedestrian/bicycle amenities
are listed as priority projects in several plans but have yet to
be realized to their potential.

TIF Financing Case Study: Milwaukee Riverwalk

Because of this unrealized potential, an effort should be
made to synthesize and identify common goals from existing
adopted plans. In particular, enhancements to Burr Jones
Field should be prioritized to integrate the existing open
space with the Yahara River Parkway and extend access
and the recreational opportunity of the space. Focal points
along the corridor should be identified to provide pedestrian
and bicycle amenities such as lighting, benches, drinking
fountains, public art, and water access.

The City of Milwaukee’s Riverwalk was financed through
public-private partnerships and the establishment of a TIF
District. Property owners were encouraged to redevelop their
portions of property along the Riverwalk; the City agreed
to pay 75% of initial construction costs for the Riverwalk
in exchange for public use easements. The TIF District
financing was only provided if developments adhered to
neighborhood design guidelines.

Collaboration

With ever tightening budgets fulfilling all of a city’s
financial obligations will continue to become more difficult.
Collaboration is and will continue to be an essential aspect of
funding and maintaining open space systems. Collaboration
includes both cooperation between government agencies
and departments, such as school districts and the parks
department, and public-private partnerships. Milwaukee’s
Riverwalk is again an excellent example for their utilization
of public-private partnerships.

In addition, Inter-jurisdictional collaboration holds great
opportunity for Madison to enhance the open space system
and provide access to not only its own residents, but also its
neighbors. This relationship can also work in reverse, with
park deficient neighborhoods in Madison benefiting from
collaborative planning and siting of new open spaces in
bordering municipalities. Fringe open space developments
designed to serve both municipalities could lead to cost and
maintenance sharing. Inter-jurisdictional collaboration is
also essential in stormwater management and protecting the
quality of the Lakes.

Developer Contributions

During development or redevelopment is an ideal time to
increase public open space. Developer contributions, both of
land or in-lieu fees, can help towards this end. Contribution
guidelines should be reviewed and updated as appropriate to
ensure sufficient open space is being provided, especially in
infill and higher density redevelopment zones.
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